
TWO GENTLEMEN IN VERONA

The Two Gentlemen of Verona is a comedy by William Shakespeare, believed to have been written between and It is
considered by some to be.

Some critics such as Stanley Wells, for example [1] interpret this to mean that Valentine is indeed handing
Silvia over to her would-be rapist, but another school of thought suggests that Valentine simply means "I will
love you [Proteus] with as much love as I love Silvia," thus reconciling the dichotomy of friendship and love
as depicted elsewhere in the play. At this time, the dominant theory was that the Henry VI trilogy had been
Shakespeare's first work. The Duke and Turio set out in pursuit, followed by Proteus and Julia. Julia does not
reveal her identity. Once in Milan, Julia quickly discovers Proteus' love for Silvia, watching him attempt to
serenade her. The two exchange rings and vows and Proteus promises to return as soon as he can. Valentine
lies, saying he was banished for killing a man in a fair fight, and the outlaws elect him their leader. She
convinces Lucetta to dress her in boy's clothes and help her fix her hair so she will not be harmed on the
journey. Writing in , A. Carroll argues, like Schlueter, that Valentine is indeed giving Silvia to Proteus, but
unlike Schlueter, Carroll detects no sense of farce. Valentine is off to improve himself, venturing out to see the
world, while Proteus stays home in Verona, tied by his love for Julia. Once he arrives in Milan, Proteus finds
his friend Valentine has fallen deeply in love with the Duke of Milan's daughter Silvia. Valentine is unaware
he is now competing for Silvia's love and confides in Proteus that the Duke of Milan would like Silvia to
marry the rich Thurio against her will. The earliest definite notice of it appears unhelpfully late, when it is
mentioned in Francis Meres's Palladis Tamia, an invaluable repository of Elizabethan literary gossip published
in  Julia herself. The scheming Proteus tells the Duke of Valentine's plans. She learns that Silvia loves
Valentine and does not appreciate Proteus' affections. Other critics have been less kind however, arguing that
if the later plays show a skilled and confident writer exploring serious issues of the human heart, Two
Gentlemen represents the initial, primarily unsuccessful attempt to do likewise. The Duke and Thurio are
brought as prisoners by the outlaws. Proteus inquires whether or not Speed delivered a letter to Julia, to which
Speed replies affirmatively. Concurrently, Julia disguises herself as a boy and travels to Milan to be reunited
with Proteus, only to discover him wooing Silvia for himself. Like The Governor, Euphues presents two close
friends who are inseparable until a woman comes between them, and, like both The Governor and Two
Gentlemen, the story concludes with one friend sacrificing the woman so as to save the friendship. Valentine
confides his plan to his friend but Proteus, infatuated with Silvia at first sight, betrays the plan to the duke and
Valentine is banished from Milan. However, when Launce enters only a few lines later, he announces that he
too is in love, and proceeds to outline, along with Speed, all of his betrothed's positives "She brews good ale ";
"She can knit "; "She can wash and scour" , and negatives "She hath a sweet mouth"; "She doth talk in her
sleep"; "She is slow in words". Because the Duke suspects that his daughter and Valentine are in love, he
locks her nightly in a tower, to which he keeps the only key. Writing in , Norman Sanders argued "all are
agreed on the play's immaturity. The same play is praised by Thomas Nashe in his pamphlet Pierce Penniless,
published the following September. However, Tarlton died in September , and Warren notes several passages
in Two Gentlemen which seem to borrow from John Lyly's Midas, which wasn't written until at least late
After much bickering, Julia tears up the letter, only to regret this act an instant later. Lucetta brings out a letter
for Julia, teasing her it came via Valentine's servant, the goofy Speed, from Proteus and written for Julia. Julia,
still unwilling to reveal her love in front of Lucetta, angrily tears up the letter. Lance's doting on this allegedly
ungrateful hound provides a comic subtext on the main-plot themes of friendship and fidelity this echoing of
themes is itself another characteristic Shakespearean device here tried out for the first time. Felismena is then
employed by Felix to act as his messenger in all communications with Celia, who scorns his love. Proteus
pursues her, now observed by Valentine, but she rebuffs his advances. Despite being in love with Julia,
Proteus falls instantly in love with Silvia and vows to win her.


